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Pete the Cat's Giant Groovy Book
From Kimberly and James Dean’s bestselling Pete the
Cat series comes a groovy story about new
beginnings and new friends. There's a new guy in
town, and Pete can't wait to meet him. After all, more
friends mean more fun. When Pete finally meets Gus,
he realizes they're very different from each otherand
that's what makes him cool. So when Gus starts to
doubt himself, it’s up to Pete to convince him that
there's something everyone can do. Gus is special in
his own way, just like Pete and just like you! The
message of accepting others and yourself shines
through and is perfect for young readers learning to
navigate friendship issues. Fans of Pete the Cat will
delight in the rhythmic storytelling and fun repetition
throughout the book. The fun never stops—download
the free groovin’ song! Don't miss Pete's other
adventures, including Pete the Cat: I Love My White
Shoes, Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School Shoes, Pete
the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons, Pete the Cat
Saves Christmas, Pete the Cat and His Magic
Sunglasses, Pete the Cat and the Bedtime Blues, Pete
the Cat and the Cool Cat Boogie, Pete the Cat and the
Missing Cupcakes, Pete the Cat and the Perfect Pizza
Party, and Pete the Cat: Crayons Rock!

The Night Before My Birthday
From rockin' red to cool cat blue, with a box of
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groovy crayons to draw lots of things, and for the first
time ever, he’s drawing his pals. But when Pete shows
his artwork to his friends, they don’t react the way he
expected them to. Will Pete put his favorite crayons
down or find a way to turn it all around? Not to worry!
Pete learns there are no mistakes when it comes to
art—art comes from the heart! Get artsy with
everyone’s favorite blue cat in this groovy picture
book that adds a creative touch to the importance of
great friends and never giving up. Fans of Pete the
Cat will love watching him take his positive outlook
and transform something ordinary into an awesome
masterpiece! From the authors of the bestselling Pete
the Cat series, James and Kimberly Dean, this is a
colorful story about crayons that ROCK! Young artists
will appreciate the humor and Pete's positive spirit.
Don't miss Pete's other adventures, including Pete the
Cat: I Love My White Shoes, Pete the Cat: Rocking in
My School Shoes, Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy
Buttons, Pete the Cat Saves Christmas, Pete the Cat
and His Magic Sunglasses, Pete the Cat and the
Bedtime Blues, Pete the Cat and the New Guy, Pete
the Cat and the Cool Cat Boogie, Pete the Cat and the
Missing Cupcakes, and Pete the Cat and the Perfect
Pizza Party.

Algebra 1
Groovy Joe was living the dream.He had a spoon and
tub of doggy ice cream.And he started to sing: Love
my doggy ice cream! Love my doggy ice cream!Eric
Litwin, author of the bestselling and beloved Pete the
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and bestselling artist Tom
Lichtenheld, illustrator of Goodnight, Goodnight
Construction Site, have created a captivating new
canine character who will groove his way into readers'
hearts and have them grooving and giggling all the
while. In his debut adventure, Groovy Joe faces three
roaring dinosaurs hungry for his doggy ice cream! Oh
no! But Joe knows just what to do and soon enough he
has them all sharing while moving and singing along.
Signature rhyme, repetition, and musical writing style,
combined with wild and witty illustrations come
together to create an unforgettable new character
who embodies positivity, creativity, and kindness.
Groovy Joe is here, ready to get groovy!

Pete the Cat's Trip to the Supermarket
New York Times bestselling author and artist James
Dean brings readers along for a hilarious ride with
Pete the Cat! Pete the Cat bites into a bad banana
and decides that he never, ever wants to eat another
banana again. But Pete really likes bananas! Will a
rotten bite ruin Pete's love for this tasty fruit? Pete
the Cat and the Bad Banana is a My First I Can Read
book, which means it's perfect for shared reading with
a child.

Pete the Cat: Valentine's Day Is Cool
New York Times #1 Bestseller! New York Times
bestselling author and artist James Dean takes us on
a St. Patrick's Day adventure with Pete the Cat as
Pete discovers how lucky he actually is! It's St.
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the grand opening of Pete
the Cat's leprechaun catching business. Pete gears up
to trap a leprechaun for his friends! But catching a
leprechaun is never easy—especially if it’s Clover,
who's full of tricks. Will luck be on Pete’s side? Or will
Pete learn luck is actually something earned?

Pete the Cat and the Treasure Map
Bedtime is always fun with this hilarious bedtime
story from Kimberly and James Dean’s New York
Times bestselling Pete the Cat series. Pete the Cat
and his friends are having so much fun playing and
surfing in the sun, they don't want the day to end.
Pete has an idea—how about a sleepover? Groovy! As
the night gets later, it's time for bed. This cool cat
needs to catch some ZZZs, but Pete's friends aren't
ready to go to sleep just yet. Then Pete has another
idea—a bedtime story! But will it work? The musical
text and comforting repetition are perfect for
nighttime read-alouds. Kids will be eager to snuggle
under the covers and drift off to sleep to this bedtime
story along with Pete’s really cool friends. Don't miss
Pete's other adventures, including Pete the Cat: I Love
My White Shoes, Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School
Shoes, Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons,
Pete the Cat Saves Christmas, Pete the Cat and His
Magic Sunglasses, Pete the Cat and the New Guy,
Pete the Cat and the Cool Cat Boogie, Pete the Cat
and the Missing Cupcakes, Pete the Cat and the
Perfect Pizza Party, and Pete the Cat: Crayons Rock!

Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy
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"Pete the Cat can't decide what to wear to look cool at
school. Pete learns it's not what you wear, but how
you wear it that makes you cool"--Back cover.

Pete the Cat Saves Christmas
Nine classic I Can Read stories by New York Times
bestselling author-illustrator James Dean in one book!
Pete the Cat is sure to make reading fun for young
readers. This paper-over-board bind-up features 9
groovy stories. This collection includes both My First
and Level 1 books, making it perfect for young
readers who are ready to grow with I Can Read. Pete
the Cat's Giant Groovy Book includes eight favorite
tales plus a brand-new one exclusive to this
collection. Pete the Cat and the Surprise Teacher: MY
FIRST Pete the Cat: Sir Pete the Brave: MY FIRST Pete
the Cat: Snow Daze: MY FIRST Pete the Cat and the
Tip-Top Tree House: MY FIRST Pete the Cat and the
Lost Tooth: MY FIRST Pete the Cat and the Groovy
Bake Sale: MY FIRST Pete the Cat Goes Camping:
LEVEL 1 Pete the Cat and the Cool Caterpillar: LEVEL
1 NEW! Pete the Cat’s Family Tree: LEVEL1 Ideal for
children learning to sound out words and sentences
and beginning readers.

Pete the Cat Phonics Box
A New York Times bestselling Pete the Cat holiday
picture book! Spend the holidays with your favorite
blue cat! In this rockin' spin on the traditional tale The
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giving your all in the spirit of Christmas is the totally
groovy thing to do. The fun never stops—don’t miss
Pete’s other spin on a holiday classic, Pete the Cat’s
12 Groovy Days of Christmas. Don't miss Pete's other
adventures, including Pete the Cat: I Love My White
Shoes, Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School Shoes, Pete
the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons, Pete the Cat
and His Magic Sunglasses, Pete the Cat and the
Bedtime Blues, Pete the Cat and the New Guy, Pete
the Cat and the Cool Cat Boogie, Pete the Cat and the
Missing Cupcakes, and Pete the Cat and the Perfect
Pizza Party.

Curious George Curious About Phonics
12 Book Set
When Pete heads off to space camp, he gets to float
in zero gravity, build rockets, and even goes on an
extraordinary interstellar mission that is out of this
world - literally. Blast off into space with NYT
bestselling author and artist James Dean and
everyone's favorite cat-stronaut.

Pete the Cat: Old MacDonald Had a Farm
This set of 12 simple and fun Pete the Cat storybooks
is an excellent choice to share during homeschooling.
It’s a fun way to learn to read and as a supplement for
activity books for children ages 3 to 6. Enter into the
world of reading with My First I Can Read! New York
Times bestselling author and artist James Dean’s Pete
the Cat helps kids learn to read with phonics. Who
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phonics expert, these 12 short full-color books feature
repeated examples of short and long vowel sounds
and common sight words. Each of the simple stories
in this box set is designed to teach kids how to master
reading while rocking out with Pete the Cat. Phonics
teaches children the relationship between letters and
the sounds they make. A child who has mastered
these relationships has an excellent foundation for
learning to read and spell. According to the National
Institute of Child Health & Human Development, a
child who has learned phonics has a method to
recognize familiar words and “decode” unfamiliar
ones.

Pete the Cat: Crayons Rock!
New York Times bestselling author and illustrator
James Dean shows us how much fun reading can be in
Pete the Cat Checks Out the Library. It's Pete the
Cat's first time at the library. He gets a fun tour of
library and even reads a few super cool stories while
he's there. Without even leaving the library, Pete goes
on so many groovy adventures. All Pete needs is a
little imagination—and of course, his library card! A
great introduction to the library from everyone's
favorite groovy cat.

Pete the Cat: The Wheels on the Bus
Learn to read with Pete the Cat! From New York Times
bestselling artist and author James Dean, Pete the Cat
is sure to make reading a groovy experience for early
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stories in one box for
reading on the go, this collection of My First I Can
Reads is awesome for shared reading with a child.
Included in this box are five favorite Pete the Cat I
Can Read books: Pete the Cat and the Bad Banana
Pete the Cat: Pete’s Train Trip Pete the Cat: Scuba-Cat
Pete the Cat and the Surprise Teacher Pete the Cat’s
Groovy Bake Sale

Biscuit's My First I Can Read Book
Collection
Biscuit
New York Times bestselling author and artist James
Dean takes us on an awesome trip with Pete the Cat
as he discovers just how special Valentine's Day can
be! At first, Pete thinks Valentine's Day isn't cooluntil
he realizes all the special cats there are in his life.
Once Pete the Cat realizes how much fun Valentine’s
Day can be, he decides to make valentine cards for
his family and friends. But what happens when he
realizes he's forgotten to make a card for a very
important cat?

Pete the Cat and His Magic Sunglasses
The Curious About Phonics Learn-to-Read program
can help your child master the basic phonics skills
that are the building blocks for a lifetime of reading
and learning. This e-collection of twelve books
introduce a carefully selected progression of letter
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sounds; there
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examples of the sounds
being focused on, and high-frequency words (the,
and) are called out, as are challenge words (rabbit,
pancake). Challenge words are always referenced in
the art. Also included with the set is a handy parent
guide.

Groovy Joe: Ice Cream & Dinosaurs
(Groovy Joe #1)
New York Times bestselling author and artist James
Dean brings us a fun, epic sea adventure with Captain
Pete in Pete the Cat and the Treasure Map! When
Captain Pete discovers a treasure map, he and his
crew are ready to set out and sail the seas to find the
buried gold and jewels. But they weren’t expecting to
find a giant sea monster along the way!

Monster Phonics
Pete the Cat helps out at the supermarket in this
Level 1 I Can Read tale from New York Times
bestselling creators Kimberly and James Dean. Along
with his dad and brother, Pete the Cat heads off to the
supermarket. But what happens when Dad loses the
grocery list before they even get there? It’s up to Pete
and Bob to help remind Dad what was on their list!
Pete the Cat's Trip to the Supermarket is a Level I Can
Read book, complete with original illustrations from
the creators of Pete the Cat, Kimberly and James
Dean, and is perfect for children learning to sound out
words and sentences. Whether shared at home or in a
classroom, the short sentences, familiar words, and
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for children eager to start reading on their own.

Pete the Cat and the Bad Banana
From the bestselling Pete the Cat series, Pete's magic
sunglasses help him turn his mood from grumpy to
awesome! Pete the Cat wakes up feeling
grumpy—nothing seems to be going his way. But with
the help of some magic sunglasses, Pete learns that a
good mood has been inside him all along. Fans of
Pete the Cat will love watching him take his positive
outlook and transform a grumpy day into an awesome
day! The fun never stops—download the free groovin’
song. Time for magic fun in the sun! Don't miss Pete's
other adventures, including Pete the Cat: I Love My
White Shoes, Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School
Shoes, Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons,
Pete the Cat Saves Christmas, Pete the Cat and the
Bedtime Blues, Pete the Cat and the New Guy, Pete
the Cat and the Cool Cat Boogie, Pete the Cat and the
Missing Cupcakes, Pete the Cat and the Perfect Pizza
Party, and Pete the Cat: Crayons Rock!

Pete the Cat and the New Guy
Think fast with A.J. and Andrea from My Weird School!
Did you know that Antarctica’s largest land animal is
an insect? Did you know that the smallest country in
the world is only 0.2 square miles?! Learn more weirdbut-true geography facts with A.J. and Andrea from
Dan Gutman’s bestselling My Weird School series.
This fun series of nonfiction books features hundreds
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of photos and
illustrations. Whether you’re a kid who wants to learn
more about geography or simply someone who wants
to know if there’s really a town called Scratch Ankle,
this is the book for you! With more than 12 million
books sold, the My Weird School series really gets
kids reading!

Out of This World
Pete the Cat builds a playground in New York Times
bestselling artist James Dean's Pete the Cat:
Construction Destruction. When Pete sees that the
playground is in bad shape, he gets a totally groovy
idea—make a new playground! Pete calls in
construction workers and cement mixers, backhoes
and dump trucks to build the coolest playground ever.
In the end, Pete learns that to make something
special, you have to dream big. Complete with over
30 stickers!

The Misadventures of Pete the Cat
Join New York Times bestselling author and artist
James Dean’s Pete the Cat on his groovy adventures,
from racing with Turtle, swimming with Bob, to
fighting a dragon, and so much more! With his cool
friends, Pete builds a tasty lunch and a one-of-a kind
playground. Each of these awesome twelve tales is
the perfect length to read aloud and includes full-color
illustrations on every page. With a sturdy, padded
cover, this collection includes lightly adapted versions
of 12 favorite Pete the Cat stories from New York
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ready to rock out during story time!

I Can Read Pete the Cat
Read along with Biscuit! Let Biscuit introduce your
child to the joys of independent reading. The little
puppy's gentle nature and playful ways have made I
Can Read® Biscuit books favorites with over a million
emergent readers. With three great titles in one
handy package, this collection is perfect for the
newest reader in your family!

Pete the Cat: Big Reading Adventures
From the bestselling Pete the Cat series, help Pete
and his friends find the missing cupcakes! Pete the
Cat and his friends are busy as can be baking
cupcakes for a party, and Pete can’t wait to perform
with his groovy band. But some of the cupcakes have
gone missing! Who could have taken them? In this
picture book adventure by New York Times bestselling
authors James and Kimberly Dean, Pete and the gang
solve the mystery of the missing cupcakes and learn
that it’s cool to be kind. The Pete the Cat fun never
stops—watch the groovin’ video online! Don't miss
Pete's other adventures, including Pete the Cat: I Love
My White Shoes, Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School
Shoes, Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons,
Pete the Cat Saves Christmas, Pete the Cat and His
Magic Sunglasses, Pete the Cat and the Bedtime
Blues, Pete the Cat and the New Guy, Pete the Cat
and the Cool Cat Boogie, and Pete the Cat and the
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Pete the Cat's Family Road Trip
Join Pete, from New York Times bestselling author
James Dean's Pete the Cat picture-book series, as he
visits a farm in this groovy version of the classic
children's song "Old MacDonald Had a Farm." Children
will love singing along—e-i-e-i-o!—with Pete the Cat.

Pete the Cat's Sing-Along Story
Collection
Pete the Cat's Train Trip
Snuggle up at bedtime or anytime with Biscuit, the
very first book about everyone's favorite little yellow
puppy. It’s time for bed, but Biscuit doesn’t want to
sleep! Before Biscuit gets into bed he wants one more
snack, one more story, one more kiss. Will he ever go
to sleep? Woof, woof! This familiar bedtime drama is a
My First I Can Read book, perfect for shared reading
at bedtime and makes for a lovely gift to new parents.
Children love the warmth of the Biscuit stories, which
have helped introduce generations of boys and girls
to the joy of reading. This book was inspired by the
author's daughter, who loved to dog-sit their
neighbor’s huge golden retriever! Woof, woof!

Pete the Cat Checks Out the Library
New York Times bestselling author and artist James
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kids learn to read with
phonics. Who knew reading could be so groovy!
Reviewed by a phonics expert, these twelve short fullcolor books feature repeated examples of short and
long vowel sounds and common sight words. Each of
the simple stories in this box set is designed to teach
kids how to master reading while rocking out with
Pete the Cat. Phonics teaches children the
relationship between letters and the sounds they
make. A child who has mastered these relationships
has an excellent foundation for learning to read and
spell. According to the National Institute of Child
Health & Human Development, a child who has
learned phonics has a method to recognize familiar
words and “decode” unfamiliar ones. Correlates to the
Common Core State Standards in English Language
Arts.

Pete the Kitty and the Groovy Playdate
"Join Blaze and the monster machines for Monster
phonics! Blaze, AJ, Gabby, and their friends roar into
reading in this fun and educational phonics book
set."--Container.

My Weird School Fast Facts: Geography
Pete the Cat whips up something extra cool in the
next Pete the Cat My First I Can Read tale from New
York Times bestselling author-illustrator James Dean!
The school's bake sale is a day away! Pete tries to
make something yummy for his friends. But he seems
to be only making a giant mess! Will Pete have
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Beginning readers will love Pete's adventure in the
kitchen in this My First I Can Read story, complete
with original illustrations from the creator of Pete the
Cat, James Dean. My First I Can Read books are
perfect for shared reading with a child.

Pete the Cat: The Great Leprechaun
Chase
The Night Before My Birthday captures all the
excitement and anticipation that every child
experiences in the lead-up to their special day. The
decorations are up, the table is set, and the food is
ready - but what happens when there is an ice cream
emergency? Once again Natasha Wing has written a
story that is sure to appeal to every child getting
ready for a birthday. The book is told by and seen
through the eyes of the birthday child, so it is gender
neutral and a fun gift for any birthday girl or boy.

Pete the Cat and the Bedtime Blues
#1 New York Times bestselling artist James Dean
makes Pete the Cat groovier than ever in this cool
adaptation of "The Wheels on the Bus." Join Pete as
he rides on the bus to school with his friends and
hears all the different sounds a bus makes as it
drives. Fans of Pete the Cat will sing along with Pete
in this rendition of a classic favorite children's song.

Pete the Cat Phonics Box
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This groovy
York Times bestselling
team James and Kimberly Dean introduces Pete the
Cat before he was Pete the Catwhen he was little Pete
the Kitty! Pete the Kitty is super excited to visit his
friend Grumpy Toad’s house for a playdate! Grumpy
Toad has all the best toys: a truck, building blocks,
and a superhero cape. Far out! It’s going to be cattastic! But when Grumpy Toad refuses to share any of
his cool toys with Pete, neither of them are having
any fun. Will Grumpy Toad ever share his toys with
his friend Pete? In this easy-to-read and engaging
picture book, little readers will learn all about sharing
with their favorite blue kitten!

Pete the Cat's Groovy Bake Sale
Sing along with Pete the Cat in New York Times
bestselling artist James Dean's three supercool
adaptations of classic favorites. In Pete the Cat's SingAlong Story Collection, head to school with Pete and
his pals in The Wheels on the Bus; hang out on the
farm with Pete in Old MacDonald Had a Farm; and join
Pete in the perfect bedtime song Twinkle, Twinkle,
Little Star. Fans of Pete the Cat will delight in this box
set of groovy children's songs books all featuring
Pete!

Pete the Cat 12-Book Phonics Fun!
The first, long-awaited poetry collection from P draig
Tuama, interweaving parable, poetry, art, activism
and philosophy into an original and striking
expression of faith. His poems emerge powerfully
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filled with hope.

Readings from the Book of Exile
An award-winning and bestselling Pete the Cat
hardcover picture book! Count down with Pete in this
rocking story that makes counting fun! Pete the Cat is
wearing his favorite shirt—the one with the four
totally groovy buttons. But when one falls off, does
Pete cry? Goodness, no! He just keeps on singing his
song—after all, what could be groovier than three
groovy buttons? This book is a winner of the Theodor
Seuss Geisel Honor Award. Plus the fun never
stops—download the free groovin’ song! Don't miss
Pete's other adventures, including Pete the Cat: I Love
My White Shoes, Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School
Shoes, Pete the Cat Saves Christmas, Pete the Cat
and His Magic Sunglasses, Pete the Cat and the
Bedtime Blues, Pete the Cat and the New Guy, Pete
the Cat and the Cool Cat Boogie, Pete the Cat and the
Missing Cupcakes, Pete the Cat and the Perfect Pizza
Party, and Pete the Cat: Crayons Rock!

Pete the Cat and the Missing Cupcakes
New York Times bestselling author and artist James
Dean brings readers along for a fun, surprising, snowy
adventure with Pete the Cat! In Pete the Cat: Snow
Daze, school is canceled, and Pete cannot wait to play
in the snow with all his friends. Imagine a day filled
with snowball fights, hot chocolate, snowcats, and
more. But when the next day and the day after that
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realization—it is possible to have too many snow
days. Pete the Cat: Snow Daze is a My First I Can
Read book, which means it’s perfect for shared
reading with a child.

Pete the Cat: Construction Destruction
New York Times bestselling author and artist James
Dean brings young readers along on a groovy train
ride with Pete the Cat! Pete can't wait to visit
Grandma, especially because he gets to take a train
ride to see her! The conductor gives Pete a tour of the
train, and Pete gets to see the engine and honk the
horn. Pete even makes new friends and plays games
on board. What a cool ride! Pete the Cat's Train Trip is
a My First I Can Read Book, which means it's perfect
for shared reading with a child. Fans of Pete the Cat
will delight as Pete takes the grooviest train trip in
this hilarious I Can Read adventure.

Pete the Cat: 5-Minute Pete the Cat
Stories
Pete the Cat and his family go on a cross-country
adventure in this Level 1 I Can Read tale from New
York Times bestselling creators Kimberly and James
Dean! Pete the Cat and his family are ready explore
all the many wonderful American landmarks on their
fun family road trip! They visit many famous sights,
including Niagara Falls, New Orleans, Savannah, and
more. Of course, no true road trip is complete without
a flat tire! But the Cat family isn't going to let a small
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Road Trip is a Level I Can Read book, complete with
original illustrations from the creators of Pete the Cat,
Kimberly and James Dean, and is perfect for children
learning to sound out words and sentences. Whether
shared at home or in a classroom, the short
sentences, familiar words, and simple concepts of
Level One books support success for children eager to
start reading on their own.

Pete the Cat: Snow Daze
New York Times bestselling author and artist James
Dean’s Pete the Cat helps kids learn to read with
phonics. Who knew reading could be so groovy!
Reviewed by a phonics expert, these twelve short fullcolor books feature repeated examples of short and
long vowel sounds and common sight words. Each of
the simple stories in this box set is designed to teach
kids how to master reading while rocking out with
Pete the Cat. Phonics teaches children the
relationship between letters and the sounds they
make. A child who has mastered these relationships
has an excellent foundation for learning to read and
spell. According to the National Institute of Child
Health & Human Development, a child who has
learned phonics has a method to recognize familiar
words and “decode” unfamiliar ones. Correlates to the
Common Core State Standards in English Language
Arts.
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